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Abstract Self-esteem is shaped by the appraisals we receive from others. Here, we characterize

neural and computational mechanisms underlying this form of social influence. We introduce a

computational model that captures fluctuations in self-esteem engendered by prediction errors

that quantify the difference between expected and received social feedback. Using functional MRI,

we show these social prediction errors correlate with activity in ventral striatum/subgenual anterior

cingulate cortex, while updates in self-esteem resulting from these errors co-varied with activity in

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). We linked computational parameters to psychiatric

symptoms using canonical correlation analysis to identify an ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ dimension.

Vulnerability modulated the expression of prediction error responses in anterior insula and insula-

vmPFC connectivity during self-esteem updates. Our findings indicate that updating of self-

evaluative beliefs relies on learning mechanisms akin to those used in learning about others.

Enhanced insula-vmPFC connectivity during updating of those beliefs may represent a marker for

psychiatric vulnerability.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.001

Introduction
A positive sense of the self is the bedrock of mental health and well-being (Orth et al., 2012;

Trzesniewski et al., 2006). Low self-esteem is a vulnerability factor for a range of psychiatric prob-

lems, including eating disorders (Button et al., 1996; Vohs et al., 2001), anxiety disorders

(Sowislo and Orth, 2013) and depression (Orth et al., 2008; Orth et al., 2009). Classical theories

in psychology view self-esteem as an internalization of actual and imagined appraisals from close

others across development (Cooley, 1902; Leary et al., 1995; Mead, 1934). Indeed, an enduring

sense of self-worth (referred to as ‘trait self-esteem’) reflects an accumulation of past appraisals from

others (Cole et al., 2001; Felson and Zielinski, 1989; Gruenenfelder-Steiger et al., 2016; Har-

ter, 1983; Ladd and Troop-Gordon, 2003), while momentary feelings of self-worth (‘state self-

esteem’) are highly responsive to positive and negative social evaluations (Denissen et al., 2008;

Gerber and Wheeler, 2009; Thomaes et al., 2010). Despite its importance for mental health, we

lack a mechanistic understanding of how self-esteem depends on social evaluation. Here, using a

novel social evaluation task, in combination with computational modeling and functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI), we characterize computational and neural processes underpinning

changes in self-esteem.

A candidate neural substrate for integrating social evaluation with self-evaluation is ventromedial

prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), given evidence that being evaluated by others (Dalgleish et al., 2017;

Gunther Moor et al., 2010; Somerville et al., 2010), and evaluating the self (Chavez et al., 2016;

D’Argembeau et al., 2012; Hughes and Beer, 2013; Kelley et al., 2002) activates subregions of
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vmPFC. The vmPFC comprises multiple distinct cytoarchitectonic zones including parts of the ante-

rior cingulate cortex (ACC; e.g., Brodmann areas 24 and 32) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; e.g.,

Brodmann areas 11, 13, 14) (Haber and Knutson, 2010). These subregions have distinct connectivity

profiles (Neubert et al., 2015) and are thought to show specialization for cognitive functions impor-

tant in valuation (Bartra et al., 2013; FitzGerald et al., 2009; Lebreton et al., 2015), social learning

(Apps et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2016; Suzuki et al., 2012) and their intersection (Apps and Ramnani,

2017; Garvert et al., 2015; Nicolle et al., 2012). A recent study showed that the perigenual ACC

(pgACC) tracks a history of one’s own success and failures in a social context, while dorsomedial pre-

frontal area 9 tracked the performance history of an interaction partner (Wittmann et al., 2016).

Crucially, activity in pgACC was higher in individuals whose subjective evaluation of their own perfor-

mance was affected more strongly by their actual performance, making this region a candidate sub-

strate for online updating of self-esteem.

Value representations in vmPFC are updated by teaching signals in the form of reward prediction

errors that mediate an effect on vmPFC (Frank and Claus, 2006; Garvert et al., 2015;

Hampton et al., 2006; Jocham et al., 2011; Pasupathy and Miller, 2005). By applying a computa-

tional modeling approach that has been shown to explain changes in subjective well-being during

value-based decision-making (Rutledge et al., 2014; 2015), we test whether self-esteem is dynami-

cally updated during social evaluations through the cumulative impact of ‘social approval prediction

errors’ (i.e., the difference between expected and received social feedback). More specifically, using

fMRI, we could test whether dynamic self-esteem updates are reflected in vmPFC activity, and

whether individual variation in neural encoding of social approval prediction errors (SPEs) explains

inter-individual differences in self-esteem. Through combining computational parameters with psy-

chiatric symptoms in a single multivariate analysis, we identified a dimension of ‘interpersonal vulner-

ability’. Vulnerability, so defined, was associated with enhanced SPEs in anterior insula and greater

insula-vmPFC functional connectivity during self-esteem updates, suggesting potential biomarkers

for psychiatric vulnerability.

eLife digest Self-esteem – our evaluation of our own worth – is shaped by what other people

think of us. It increases when others appreciate and value us, and decreases when we are rejected

and start to question our own worth. Maintaining a positive sense of self is crucial for mental health

and well-being. People with low self-esteem are more likely to develop psychiatric conditions, such

as anxiety disorders, eating disorders and depression. Despite its importance for mental health, it

was not known how the brain accumulates social feedback to determine our self-esteem.

To address this question, Will et al. developed a computational model that precisely predicts how

self-esteem changes from moment to moment as people learn what others think of them. Activity in

the brain was measured while young adults received approving or disapproving feedback from

peers who had seemingly viewed their online character profile. After every second or third peer

judgment, participants reported their current level of self-esteem.

Will et al. found that self-esteem depended both on whether other people liked the participants

and on whether they were liked or disliked more than expected. Self-esteem decreased the most

when participants received negative feedback from someone they expected to receive positive

feedback from. The model then identified signals in specific parts of the brain that explain why self-

esteem goes up and down according to the feedback received. Moment-to-moment changes in self-

esteem correlated with activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which is a brain region

important for valuation. Will et al. combined the model with responses to questionnaires that

assessed psychiatric symptoms, and showed that vulnerable individuals had elevated responses in a

part of the brain called the anterior insula. In vulnerable individuals, activity in this region of the

brain was strongly coupled to activity in the part of the prefrontal cortex that explained changes in

self-esteem.

A better understanding of the brain mechanisms that mediate a decline or improvement in self-

esteem may help to find more effective treatments for a range of mental health problems.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.002
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Results

Computational processes underlying dynamic changes in self-esteem
We scanned 40 participants (mean age = 23.4, SD = 3.3, 14 male) while they performed a newly

designed social evaluation task. In this task participants received approval and disapproval feedback.

This feedback was ostensibly derived from 184 strangers who had viewed an online character profile

each participant had uploaded to an online database, one week prior to the experiment (see

Supplementary file 1 for details). Participants’ expectations about feedback were manipulated by

sorting raters into four groups based on their ostensible overall approval rates toward all partici-

pants in the experiment. All participants received approval feedback in 85%, 70%, 30%, and 15% of

the trials, spanning the first to fourth quartile rater groups respectively (see Figure 1). Participants

were not informed about these exact probabilities, but to better orientate them they learned the

rank ordering of the four groups prior to performing the task.

On each trial, subjects were provided with the name of a rater and a color cue that indicated the

rater’s group (see Figure 1). They were then asked to predict whether the rater liked or disliked

them. After a delay, they received approval (in the form of a thumbs up symbol), or disapproval (in

the form of a thumbs down symbol) feedback. After every 2–3 choice trials, participants reported

their current level of self-esteem by answering how good they felt about themselves at that exact

moment using a visual analogue scale (see Materials and methods for further details on the task).

2-5 s 

Did this person like you? 

+

Max 3 s 

Yes 

+

Caroline T. 
Did this person like you? 

No 

6 s  

Yes 

+

Caroline T. 
Did this person like you? 

1 s  

Yes 

+

Caroline T. 
Did this person like you? 

2-5 s 

+ 

5 s 

How good do you feel 
about yourself at this 

moment? How good do you feel 
about yourself at this 

moment? 

4 s  

very 
bad 

very  
good 

A B 

85% 15% 

70% 30% 

30% 70% 

15% 85% 

Figure 1. Task structure and feedback probabilities. (A) Participants were provided with a visual cue that indicated which group a rater belonged to

(assigned according to their overall disposition to provide approving or disapproving feedback; see panel on the right). They then made a prediction as

to whether the rater would like or dislike them before receiving feedback. After every 2–3 trials, participants were asked to indicate their current level of

self-esteem. (B) Probability of receiving approval or disapproval feedback was dependent on the rater’s group (signaled by a color cue). Participants

received approving feedback in 85%, 70%, 30%, and 15% of the trials. Group colors were randomized across participants.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.003
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First, we established that participants adapted their predictions about being liked based on a

rater’s group membership. A repeated-measures ANOVA with group (4 levels: 85%, 70%, 30% and

15% profiles liked) as a within-subjects factor and percentage predictions of being liked as a depen-

dent variable showed a main effect of group, F(3,117) = 209.47, p<0.001, hp
2=0.843. Pairwise com-

parisons showed that participants predicted they would be liked more by raters from group 1 (95%)

than group 2 (87%, p<0.001), more by raters from group 2 than 3 (30%, p<0.001) and more by raters

from group 3 than 4 (13%, p<0.001; see Figure 2A). These choice patterns were reliably predicted

by a Rescorla-Wagner reinforcement-learning model (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) fitted to partici-

pants’ choice behavior (mean r2 = 0.40 ± 0.27; mean ± SD; see Materials and methods for details on

this model). The modeling results were consistent with participants using SPEs (the difference

between received feedback and expected social feedback), weighted by a learning rate, to update

their expectations about approval from raters from each of the four groups (ESV), which in turn

guided their predictions about being liked (see Figure 2). The model includes a bias parameter

(ESV0) that captures persistent beliefs about the probability of being liked or disliked. Participants

with a larger ESV0 persisted in predicting they would be liked by raters from groups for whom they

had a negative ESV (e.g., raters from groups 3 or 4).

Next, we tested the hypothesis that dynamic changes in self-esteem depend on both the valence

of social feedback and expectations about feedback. If SPEs explain changes in self-esteem better

than outcome valence alone, trial-by-trial changes in self-esteem should correlate positively with out-

come valence and negatively with expectations (Behrens et al., 2008). We found that, after regress-

ing out the positive effect of outcome valence (r = 0.18, p<1�10�9), there remained a significant

negative correlation with expectations (r = �0.06; p=0.012) (see Figure 2B). We formally modeled

the cumulative impact of SPEs on moment-to-moment variation in self-esteem using exponential ker-

nel regression models. Parameters were fit to both choice behavior and self-esteem ratings in indi-

vidual participants. Our winning model (Equation 1) successfully captured dynamic changes in self-

esteem at the level of the individual (r2 = 0.32 ± 0.24; mean ± SD; see Figure 2). We chose this

model as it outperformed a range of alternative plausible models, including a model that accounted

for the valence of social feedback, but did not feature expectations about approval (‘Outcome

valence only’ model 6; see Table 1).

Self-esteemðtÞ ¼w0 þw1

X

t

j¼1

g
t�jSPEj þ � (1)

For each trial ðtÞ, we entered a term for baseline self-esteem throughout the task ðw0Þ and a term

capturing the weight of SPEs ðw1Þ into the equation. Expectations about social approval were esti-

mated using the previously mentioned reinforcement-learning model. Through the inclusion of a for-

getting factor ðgÞ the influence of SPEs was allowed to decay exponentially in time, such that recent

events had greater impact than earlier events. The Gaussian noise term e ~N(0, s) allowed Equation

1 to serve as a generative model of self-esteem.

The average learning rate h (involved in updating expectations about approval from the raters)

was 0.04 ± 0.07 (mean ± SD) and the average forgetting factor g (involved in updating self-esteem)

was 0.65 ± 0.35 (mean ± SD; see Table 2 for means and standard deviations of all model parame-

ters). This indicates that SPEs induce rapid changes in feelings about the self, but impact learning

about the probability of approval from the four groups relatively slowly.

Bayesian model comparison showed our favored model outperformed alternative models (see

Table 1), including: (1) models without a response bias parameter (ESV0) which captured persistent

beliefs about the probability of being approved or disapproved, (2) models without learning (includ-

ing a model where participants had correct initial beliefs about approval expectations for the four

groups that were not dynamically updated based on feedback), (3) a model with a separate expecta-

tions term to test whether expectations have additional effect on self-esteem, above and beyond

their effect captured by the SPE term and (4) a model that only took the valence of feedback into

account, but did not feature expectations about approval (see methods for details on models).

This comparison provides support for an hypothesis that self-esteem is sensitive to a cumulative

impact of recent prediction errors arising out of expectations concerning social approval. Further-

more, these expectations are not stable, but are dynamically updated and depend on persistent

beliefs about approval. Finally, changes in self-esteem are better described by a model without a
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Figure 2. Behavioral results. (A) Participants adapted their predictions about being liked by a rater based on the rater’s group membership (solid lines;

colors indicate approval probability of group) and our learning model explained subject predictions (dotted lines). (B) Changes in self-esteem in

response to feedback depended on social approval expectations that differed for the different groups, such that self-esteem depended on both

valence (approval vs. disapproval) and the probability of approval. The largest self-esteem increases occurred with approval feedback from the 15%

group, the most surprising positive feedback. The largest self-esteem decreases occurred with disapproval feedback from the 85% group, the most

surprising negative feedback. Data are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). (C and D) Self-esteem ratings over the course of the

experiment in two exemplar participants (in blue) and predictions of our computational model (Equation 1; in red).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.004

The following figure supplements are available for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Results ‘Other evaluation’ Control Task.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.005

Figure supplement 2. Results Dictator Game.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.006
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separate effect of expectation, indicating that the effect of expectation on self-esteem – unlike in

the case of mood (Rutledge et al., 2014; 2015) - only operates through prediction errors realized at

the moment that feedback is delivered. Results from a control experiment demonstrated that the

Table 1. Comparisons of fits of self-esteem models

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) measures are summed across all participants. Lower BIC values indicate a more parsimonious

model fit. Mean squared error over self-esteem ratings indicates goodness of fit. k is the number of fitted parameters. Models 1–4

were fit to both choice behavior and self-esteem ratings and BIC measures comprise both the summed log likelihood of the model

prediction over choice behavior and the summed log density of the model prediction over the self-esteem ratings. Models 5–6 were

fit solely to the self-esteem ratings in order to allow for a fair comparison with a model without expectations (model 6), which by defini-

tion would not provide a good fit for the behavioral choice data. See Materials and Methods for details on the computational models.

Model k Mean r2 Median r2 BIC BIC-BICmodel1

1: Learning and positive bias 9 0.31 0.27 �633 0

2: Learning, but no bias 8 0.29 0.25 �378 255

3: Correct initial beliefs about approval 7 0.25 0.22 409 1042

4: Separate term for expectations 10 0.34 0.32 �502 131

Model k Mean r2 Median r2 BIC BIC-BICmodel1

5: Free initial beliefs about approval 5 0.32 0.31 �5671 0

6: Outcome valence only 7 0.23 0.18 �5581 90

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.007

Table 2. Means and standard deviations for computational self-esteem parameters and psychiatric

symptom measures.

Computational self-esteem parameters Mean (SD)

Baseline self-esteem (w0) 0.73 (0.16)

Average initial approval beliefs (
ESV

ð1Þ
1

þESV
ð1Þ
4

2
)

0.64 (0.24)

Decision temperature (T) 0.12 (0.35)

Sigma in gaussian noise term 0.08 (0.04)

Weight on SPEs (w1) 0.04 (0.03)

Range initial approval beliefs (ESV
ð1Þ
1

� ESV
ð1Þ
4

) 0.34 (0.29)

Bias parameter (ESV0) 0.42 (0.25)

Learning rate (h) 0.04 (0.08)

Forgetting factor (g ) 0.66 (0.35)

Symptom questionnaires Mean (SD)

Trait Self-Esteem (Rosenberg, 1965) 21.60 (5.00)

State Self-Esteem (Heatherton and Polivy, 1991) 77.93 (10.23)

Self-Perception (Neemann and Harter, 1986) 2.98 (0.61)

Narcissism (Raskin and Terry, 1988) 11.26 (5.8)

State Anxiety (Spielberger et al., 1970) 1.62 (0.47)

Trait Anxiety (Spielberger et al., 1970) 1.93 (0.47)

Social Anxiety (Liebowitz, 1987) 1.05 (0.88)

Rejection Sensitivity (Downey and Feldman, 1996) 9.24 (2.96)

Fear of Negative Evaluation (Carleton et al., 2011; Leary, 1983) 2.71 (0.94)

Depression (Beck et al., 1996) 5.40 (5.47)

Depressed Mood (Angold et al., 1995) 9.15 (7.24)

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28098.008
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observed self-esteem changes in the fMRI task are specific to situations where the self is the object

of evaluation and are unlikely to be the result of demand characteristics (see Figure 2—figure sup-

plement 1).

Linking computational self-esteem parameters to symptoms
To examine relationships between computational self-esteem parameters and symptoms linked to

low self-esteem we performed a canonical correlation analysis (CCA; Hair et al., 1998). CCA finds

the maximal correlation between a linear combination of one set of variables (in our case self-esteem

parameters from our computational model) and a linear combination of another set (in our case

symptoms linked to low self-esteem and interpersonal sensitivity measured using questionnaires; see

Materials and methods for details). The CCA yielded one significant canonical dimension (Wilks’s

l = 0.01, F(99,152.5) = 1.40, p=0.029), which had a canonical correlation of 0.87 between computa-

tional parameters and symptoms. We labeled the dimension as ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ based on

the constellation of positive and negative associations of the different computational parameters

and symptom measures with the identified dimension (see Table 2 and Figure 3).

With respect to symptoms, trait and state self-esteem showed a strong negative association with

‘interpersonal vulnerability’. Symptoms of depression, social anxiety, and trait and state anxiety

showed a positive association with ‘interpersonal vulnerability’. As for the computational parameters,

baseline self-esteem (w0) and average initial approval beliefs showed a negative association with

‘interpersonal vulnerability’. Weight on SPEs (w1) and the range of initial approval beliefs showed a

positive association with ‘interpersonal vulnerability’. The results highlight that people with lower

self-esteem and greater anxiety and depression symptoms have lower expectations about approval

and greater self-esteem fluctuations in response to SPEs.

Neural processes underlying dynamic changes in self-esteem
We first examined encoding of SPEs in a whole-brain regression analysis with trial-by-trial SPEs

(inferred using our computational model and time-locked to feedback onset) as a

parametric modulator. This analysis revealed SPEs correlated with activity in a cluster in bilateral ven-

tral striatum extending into subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC; BA 25) (see Figure 4A; left

peak coordinates �8, 21,–5; t(39) = 4.50; right peak coordinates 5, 20,–8, t(39) = 5.42; Z = 4.65,

k = 1172, p=0.005, Family-wise Error [FWE] cluster-corrected). Next, we tested whether neural activ-

ity at feedback reflected self-esteem updates contingent on feedback. We regressed activity at feed-

back presentation against trial-by-trial updates in self-esteem (i.e., inferred using our computational

model). This analysis revealed a significant cluster in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) with a

peak in left medial OFC (Brodmann Area [BA] 14m) extending into pgACC (BA 32pl) (see Figure 4B;

peak coordinates �6, 33,–15, t(39) = 3.83; Z = 3.51, k = 868, p=0.047, FWE cluster-corrected).

Our next analyses focused on testing whether individual differences in ‘interpersonal vulnerability’

are reflected in neural representations of SPEs and self-esteem updates. We used our CCA results to

obtain subject-specific scores on the ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ dimension. These scores are the

result of a new weighting of symptoms that maximally correlated with computational self-esteem

parameters. First, we ran a whole-brain regression analysis with trial-by-trial SPEs as parametric mod-

ulator and ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ scores as a between-subject regressor to test which brain

regions responded more strongly to SPEs in individuals who are more vulnerable relative to those

who are less vulnerable. This revealed a positive association between ‘interpersonal vulnerability’

and activity in a left anterior insula cluster extending into inferior frontal gyrus (see Figure 4C; peak

coordinates �44, 11, 9; t(38) = 4.70; Z = 4.15, k = 5463, p<0.001, FWE cluster-corrected).

Our behavioral finding of a positive association between vulnerability and self-esteem updating in

response to SPEs, motivated us to test an hypothesis that vulnerability-related variation in self-

esteem updating is mediated through variation in functional connectivity between the vmPFC and

the insula region where SPE-related activity was modulated by vulnerability. Consequently, we exam-

ined functional connectivity between the insula (using a 6 mm sphere around the peak of the cluster

from the previous analysis as a seed region) and the rest of the brain during self-esteem updates

using a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al., 1997; O’Reilly et al., 2012).

This connectivity analysis showed that ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ correlated positively with func-

tional coupling between the insula and a cluster in vmPFC with a peak in right medial OFC (BA 14m)
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during self-esteem updates (see Figure 4D; peak coordinates 11, 32,–11; t(38) = 6.27; Z = 5.16,

k = 78570, p<0.001, FWE cluster-corrected). Interpersonal vulnerability did not correlate with SPE-

related activity in the striatum/sgACC cluster (Spearman’s r = 0.238, p=0.140) or updating-related

activity in the vmPFC cluster (Spearman’s r = �0.005, p=0.978). Thus, greater interpersonal vulnera-

bility (i.e., more symptoms and amplified self-esteem parameters) is associated with both increased

SPE responses in anterior insula and greater functional connectivity between the insula and the

vmPFC during self-esteem updates. Together these results hint at potential mechanisms for vulnera-

bility to psychiatric illness.

Discussion
Self-esteem is shaped by what other people think of you (Cooley, 1902; Denissen et al., 2008;

Gerber and Wheeler, 2009; Leary et al., 1995; Mead, 1934; Thomaes et al., 2010). Our findings
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Figure 3. The standardized canonical coefficients for the ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ dimension across

computational self-esteem parameters and psychiatric symptom measures.
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reveal how this form of social influence on self-esteem is implemented in the brain. Our computa-

tional modeling results are consistent with people using prediction errors to learn what to expect

from others and to update their self-esteem based on the outcome of these expectations. Using

fMRI, we show that SPEs correlate with activity in ventral striatum and the sgACC, while self-esteem

belief updates are reflected in vmPFC activity. The findings highlight that learning from social evalua-

tive feedback and updating self-evaluative beliefs rely on learning mechanisms as seen in social and

non-social reward learning at both an algorithmic (i.e., prediction error driven) and neural level (i.e.,

shared neural substrates in the striatum, ACC, and vmPFC).

Self-esteem has characteristics akin to a ‘gauge of social acceptance’ as articulated within ‘Socio-

meter theory’ (Leary et al., 1995). Our study confirms predictions made by sociometer theory and

places this notion within a quantitative and neurobiologically grounded framework. A notable fea-

ture of our data is that it indicates that self-esteem is not a sociometer that merely maintains an on-

going tally of social acceptance, but is more akin to a read-out of the extent to which our social

standing has undergone change recently. Our data indicate that forming accurate expectations

about rejection exerts a buffering effect against expected rejection, fitting observations that self-

esteem is more volatile in individuals with aberrant expectations about rejection (Dandeneau and

Baldwin, 2004; Leary et al., 1995). These findings lead to a new testable hypothesis, namely that

self-esteem encompasses a form of learning signal that we use to gauge our social standing in new

environments.
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Figure 4. Neuroimaging results plotted separately for high and low ‘interpersonal vulnerability’ participants (based on median split) to facilitate

interpretation. (A) Social prediction errors correlated with activity in a cluster in bilateral ventral striatum extending into sgACC. (B) Trial-by-trial updates

in self-esteem upon receipt of feedback correlated with activity in vmPFC (BA 14m and BA 32pl). (C and D) Vulnerability modulated the expression of

prediction error responses in left anterior insula (extending into inferior frontal gyrus) and insula-vmPFC coupling during self-esteem updates. Images

are thresholded at t > 2.7 (panels A and B), t > 3.6 (panel C) and t > 4.0 (panel D) with no cluster-extent threshold for display purposes. Data are

represented as mean ± SEM. See tables in Supplementary file 2 for a full list of activations.
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Our winning computational model entailed a mean forgetting rate such that state self-esteem

depended on the most recent six appraisals acquired from raters. In contrast, people’s beliefs about

the global social milieu (related to estimates about how approving people are in the current social

environment) accumulated slowly and were much more resistant to change. Thus, it appears that

people use SPEs as an estimate of the local gradient of social approval that informs their experi-

enced self-esteem, as well as for slowly updating beliefs about expectations of approval from the

global social milieu. In this way, changes in self-esteem can be thought of as learning about the self,

which is distinct but related to learning about others.

Learning about social approval not only has algorithmic similarity to learning about non-social

stimuli (Montague et al., 1996; Schultz, 2013; Sutton and Barto, 1998), but also depends on simi-

lar neural circuitry. SPEs correlated with activity in a cluster including the ventral striatum and the

sgACC. The striatum encodes prediction errors in learning about primary (D’Ardenne et al., 2008;

Hart et al., 2014) and secondary rewards (Caplin et al., 2010; Pessiglione et al., 2006), including

learning about social acceptance (Jones et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2014). While the ventral striatum

has been shown to process both prediction errors about rewards for the self and other people, there

is also evidence that sgACC exclusively encodes prediction errors about rewards for other people

(Lockwood et al., 2016). Consistent with this notion, a recent social learning study showed that ven-

tral striatum processes prediction errors about the accuracy of another person’s advice, while a

region in the sgACC/septum encodes prediction errors about the person’s general level of trustwor-

thiness (Diaconescu et al., 2017). The social approval prediction errors in our task drive changes in

self-esteem in response to social rewards for self and at the same time guide learning about other

people’s general level of ‘niceness’. The presence of a cluster spanning both striatum and sgACC in

response to this multiplexed prediction error signal dovetails with these prior findings. A goal for

future research is to disentangle the different contributions of ventral striatum and sgACC during

learning about the self through interactions with others.

Based on prior work showing the influence of secondary reward (i.e., monetary) prediction errors

on mood (Rutledge et al., 2014; 2015), it is likely that our experimentally induced SPEs also affect

mood. Like mood, self-esteem depends on expectations that lead to prediction errors. However,

model comparison demonstrated a key difference between an established model of momentary vari-

ation in mood and the self-esteem model we introduce here. Mood increases at the moment in time

when subjects know they may gain future rewards, even in the absence of feedback

(Rutledge et al., 2014; 2015). Our results show that self-esteem does not increase when individuals

are in an environment with socially accepting others and, unlike for mood, model comparison does

not support self-esteem models with a separate expectation term.

Given a wealth of studies on neurocomputational mechanisms supporting valuation (Bartra et al.,

2013; Rangel et al., 2008), it is surprising how little is known about the computations supporting

the most fundamental type of valuation, namely the evaluation of our own worth. Our results show

that updates of self-worth are represented in a cluster in vmPFC with a peak in medial OFC (BA

14m), extending into pgACC (BA 32pl). Activity in the pgACC has been shown to increase and

decrease in response to recent success and failure of the self, but not of others, in joint decision-

making tasks (Wittmann et al., 2016). Our results extend the role of the pgACC in self-related proc-

essing by showing that this region not only keeps track of how well one is performing in a given

task, but that it continuously updates a more general value ascribed to the self when learning how

others value us. Neurons in adjacent subregion BA 14m show correlated tuning for reward size and

reward probability in monkeys, suggesting that BA 14m neurons encode an integrated value signal

(Strait et al., 2014). This is consistent with a large-scale meta-analysis of 81 human fMRI studies

showing that activity in BA 14m correlates with subjective value ascribed to a range of primary and

secondary rewards, both upon receipt of a reward and during choice formation (Clithero and Ran-

gel, 2014). Adjacent subregions in vmPFC may thus integrate separate strands of information about

current value assigned to the self in order to estimate self-value in the future.

Our results suggest that social approval may act on self-value representations in a manner similar

to the effects of primary and secondary rewards on value representations about external stimuli. As

in the latter, updates in self-esteem upon receipt of feedback co-varied with activity in vmPFC akin

to updates of value attributed to external stimuli (Behrens et al., 2008; FitzGerald et al., 2009;

Rushworth et al., 2011), strengthening the idea that self-evaluation may be reducible to valuation,

but where now the object is the self (D’Argembeau, 2013). In this light the social modulation of a
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self-esteem representation in vmPFC is also consistent with findings showing that the vmPFC inte-

grates social with personal preferences to compute a new value of an object based on to the opin-

ions of other people (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2017).

By combining computational self-esteem parameters with measures of psychiatric symptomatol-

ogy in a single multivariate analysis, we identified a dimension of ‘interpersonal vulnerability’. Vulner-

ability was associated with low self-esteem, internalizing symptoms and self-esteem instability in

response to SPEs. This was mirrored at a neural level by augmented SPE processing in anterior insula

and a greater positive functional connectivity between the insula and a cluster in vmPFC with a peak

in BA 14m. This suggests self-esteem instability may result from a greater malleability of self-value

representations in vmPFC driven by prediction error signals arising from the insula. The location of

the cluster in the insula shows striking overlap with findings from social anxiety patients during reap-

praisal of negative self-beliefs (Goldin et al., 2009) as well as findings in a range of anxiety disorders

(Etkin and Wager, 2007). As such, increased responsivity to SPEs and greater insula-vmPFC cou-

pling during self-esteem updates may represent neurobiological markers of a dimension of ‘interper-

sonal vulnerability’ that confers increased risk for a number of common mental health problems.

A question for future research is whether psychiatric patients, especially those suffering from

internalizing disorders like depression or anxiety, fall at the extreme end of the ‘interpersonal vulner-

ability’ dimension that we identified. Such thinking is at the core of the Research Domain Criteria

(rDOC; Insel et al., 2010) which aims at re-conceptualizing psychiatric nosology by identifying

dimensions of biologically plausible trans-diagnostic markers. Our approach allows identification of a

new weighting of questionnaire measures with sensitivity to individual differences in neural processes

relevant to rapid changes in self-esteem. This questionnaire weighting, which relates to both our

new self-esteem computational model and the neural responses to social feedback processing,

might index risk of future mental health outcomes.

We demonstrate that state self-esteem can be conceptualized as a self-value representation in

vmPFC, a representation that is dynamically updated through prediction errors resulting from viola-

tions of expectations about evaluative feedback. Inter-individual variation on a symptom dimension

that cuts across traditional diagnostic categories mapped closely to indiviual differences in insula

responses to social feedback and insula-vmPFC coupling during self-esteem updates. Our framework

thus reveals fundamental mechanisms that underlie how we use social information when evaluating

ourselves and holds promise as a trans-diagnostic predictor of psychiatric outcomes.

Materials and methods

Participants
We recruited forty-four participants through participant pools at University College London (UCL).

Sample size was based on prior fMRI studies examining inter-individual differences in social feedback

processing (Powers et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2010). Exclusion criteria included a prior history

of head injury, neurological or psychiatric disorder, color blindness, or being left-handed. We moni-

tored participants using an eye tracker and we excluded participants who were shown to have fallen

asleep during scanning (n = 4). The target sample comprised 40 participants (mean age = 23.3, SD

= 3.2, 14 male) who were paid a fee of £8 per hour plus earnings based on an additional experiment

after the MRI scans (Dictator Game; see Figure 2—figure supplement 2). Informed consent was

obtained from every participant and experimental procedures were approved by the local research

ethics committee.

Procedure
Participants were invited to come to the lab seven days prior to the MRI experiment to create and

upload a personal profile (see Supplementary file 1). As part of the cover story for the experiment,

we showed them an online database and explained that we needed several days to receive a suffi-

cient number of evaluations, and as a consequence the scanning session would take place seven

days later. During this first session, participants also filled out a battery of questionnaires (see

below). The MRI session included a training part during which participants learned, and were tested

on, the structure of the fMRI task before going into the scanner. Subsequent to scanning they were

given a set of additional experimental tasks (see Figure 2 – figure supplement 1 and 2).
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Social evaluation task
Participants performed a new social evaluation task, which was inspired by existing paradigms

(Eisenberger et al., 2011; Gunther Moor et al., 2010; Somerville et al., 2006). In this task they

received feedback indicating ostensible approval or disapproval from 184 strangers (‘raters’; 92

males and 92 females). Participants were told that raters were sorted into four groups based on their

overall approval rates toward all participants in the experiment. On each trial, participants were pre-

sented with the name of a rater and a color cue that indicated the rater’s group, assigned according

to overall approval rates (see Figure 1). After a jittered fixation display (uniformly distributed

between 2 and 5 s), participants had 3 s to predict whether the rater approved or disapproved of

them. Following a button press the unchosen option disappeared immediately. After a 6 s delay

approval (in the form of a thumbs up symbol) or disapproval (in the form of a thumbs down symbol)

was revealed. To critically test for the role of positive and negative surprise, we also added 24 trials

where feedback was not displayed (empty grey circle instead of a thumb symbol). After every 2–3 tri-

als, participants were probed as to their current self-esteem (total of 78 self-esteem ratings) by being

presented with the question ‘How good do you feel about yourself at this moment?’ for 5 s, after

which they had 4 s to move a cursor along a visual analog scale with endpoints ‘very bad’ and ‘very

good’. Self-esteem probes were preceded by a jittered fixation display (uniformly distributed

between 2 and 5 s). During instructions, we emphasized a distinction between self-esteem and

mood (the former reflecting feeling good about yourself vs. the latter involving feeling good in gen-

eral), self-esteem and self-concept (an affective evaluation of the self rather than ‘cold’ semantic

knowledge about the self, e.g., ‘I am a student’, ‘I am English’), and state vs. trait self-esteem (right

now in the task vs. general feelings of self-worth reflecting the last weeks or months).

As part of a cover story participants were told that each rater made their ratings independently

and that a visual color cue signaled how many profiles raters liked or disliked. For example, a rater

who liked 36 out of 40 profiles would be placed in the first quartile group. To better orientate partic-

ipants, they learned the rank ordering of the four groups prior to performing the task and were

tested on the rank order before performing the task. In addition, explicit instructions emphasized

that colors were unrelated to how a specific rater had evaluated them. To keep participants engaged

they were told that for every trial where they failed to make a prediction before the time limit, 50

pence would be subtracted from a potential amount of money they would play with in a game after

the scanning experiment (Dictator Game; see Figure 2—figure supplement 2). Missed trials were

excluded from further analysis (the median number of missed trials was 1).

Unbeknownst to participants, social feedback was generated by the computer. All participants

received positive feedback on 80 trials, negative feedback on 80 trials and no feedback on 24 trials.

Importantly, the probability of receiving positive feedback was dependent on the rater’s group. Par-

ticipants received ‘approval’ feedback in 85%, 70%, 30%, and 15% of the trials, spanning the first to

fourth quartile rater groups respectively. Participants were not informed about these exact probabili-

ties before the task, but the percentages were consistent with information given to them about the

order of the groups. Trial order was randomized such that participants never saw cues of the same

color more than twice in a row, while the same color was never displayed more than seven trials in

the past. The task was administered in three blocks with feedback that randomly ordered but always

according with the ‘approval frequency’ of each group. Blocks lasted approximately 17 min in total.

After each block participants received feedback about how many correct predictions they had made

to increase engagement in the task.

Additional experimental tasks
After scanning, participants performed two additional tasks: an ‘Other evaluation’ task (see Fig-

ure 2—figure supplement 1) and the Dictator Game (see Figure 2—figure supplement 2). The

‘other evaluation’ task was identical to the scanning task except that participants were not the object

evaluation and that there were fewer trials (64 evaluations; by 16 raters of each group). In this task,

participants were asked to predict whether another participant (of the same gender and age) was

liked and then observed the feedback this other person received. After every 2–3 trials they

reported on their own level of self-esteem (27 self-esteem ratings). For the Dictator Game, partici-

pants were endowed with £5. They played 12 independent Dictator games of which one was ran-

domly selected for payout. They played a Dictator game with three members of each of the four
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groups. To be specific, out of every group they played with: one person that approved of them, one

person that disapproved of them and one person where no feedback was displayed. At the end of

the experiment participants were told that the feedback was computer-generated.

Computational models
We modeled dynamic changes in self-esteem for all ratings preceded by choices (74 in total) using

exponential kernel regression models that assume an exponential decay of previous events. The win-

ning model (Equation 1) contains separate terms for baseline self-esteem throughout and social

approval prediction errors (SPE; the difference between received feedback and expected social

approval from rater on each trial (Equation 2). Expectations about approval (ESV) were derived from

participants’ choice behavior in the task; see Equation 3 below). The Gaussian noise term e ~N(0, s)

allowed Equation 1 to serve as a generative model of self-esteem. The influence of SPE was

assumed to decay exponentially in time such that recent events had greater impact than earlier

events (with forgetting factor: 0 < g <1). SPEs on a given trial were operationalized as the difference

between received social feedback and the ESV:

SPEt ¼ Social feedback�ESV t (2)

Where social feedback was 1 for approval, �1 for disapproval and 0 for ‘no feedback’. ESV on

each trial was estimated using a Rescorla-Wagner reinforcement-learning model (Rescorla and Wag-

ner, 1972). This integrates information over trials by updating the ESV of raters from each of the

four groups (k = 1–4) as follows:

ESV tþ1

k ¼ ESV t
k þh SPEt (3)

where h is a learning rate capturing the weight that participants give to SPEs in updating expecta-

tions of social approval ESV . A softmax function transformed an ESV into an action probability for

predicting to be liked or disliked:

pL ¼
1

1þ e
� ESVþESV0ð Þ

T

(4)

Here ESV0 is a response bias and T a decision temperature parameter. A positive bias ESV0

describes the ‘extra credit’ people give themselves, the willingness to predict being liked even in

the absence of good evidence a rater will approve. Note that in our learning model the accumulation

of ESV itself is unbiased. Participants with larger ESV0 persisted in predicting they would be liked by

raters from groups for whom they had a negative ESV (e.g., raters from groups 3 or 4). The decision

temperature T captures the ‘motivational power of outcomes’, i.e., the difference in ESV that will

increase the probability of predicting social approval by a fixed amount from the indifference point

pL ¼ 0:5. Initial ESVs were two free parameters specifying initially expected approval rates for the

most positive and the least positive group (i.e., ESV
ð1Þ
1

and ESV
ð1Þ
4

).

Initial approval expectations for the other two groups were spaced equally in between:

ESV
ð1Þ
2

¼ ESV
ð1Þ
1

� ESV
ð1Þ
1

�ESV
ð1Þ
4

� �

= 3 (5)

ESV
ð1Þ
3

¼ ESV
ð1Þ
1

� 2 ESV
ð1Þ
1

�ESV
ð1Þ
4

� �

= 3 (6)

For each individual participant all free parameters in Equations 1-4 (w0; w1;s; h; ESV0; T , and ini-

tial ESVs) were fitted together so as to maximize the summed log-likelihood of self-esteem ratings

and approval predictions. This model best explained choice behavior (i.e., predictions about

approval) and changes in self-esteem in terms of how well the model described the data and its

complexity (i.e., number of parameters) based on Bayesian model comparison. We compared this

model against the following alternative models.

First, to justify the need of the response bias parameter, we compared model 1 to model 2

(‘Learning, but no bias’), which is identical to model 1, but omits the response bias parameter ESV0.
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Second, to critically test whether a model that includes updating of expectations based on pre-

diction errors weighted by a learning rate can better explain changes in self-esteem, we compared

model 1 to model 3 (‘Correct initial beliefs about approval’). This model assumes that participants

do not update their expectations based on social feedback across the experiment, but start the

experiment with the actual approval probabilities for each group. A comparison between model 3

and model 1 is critical given that participants were instructed about the rank order of the 4 groups

prior to the experiment.

Third, to test whether expectations have an additional effect on changes in self-esteem above

and beyond their effect captured by the SPE term, we compared the model against model 4 that

had a separate expectations term based on existing models of prediction-error driven changes in

subjective states (Rutledge et al., 2014; 2015) (Equation 7).

Self-esteemðtÞ ¼w0þw1

X

t

j¼1

g
t�j ESVjþw2

X

t

j¼1

g
t-j SPEj þ � (7)

Finally, to verify that self-esteem not only depends on the valence of social feedback, but on

errors arising out of expectations about feedback, we fitted model 6 to the self-esteem data (‘Out-

come valence only’; Equation 8).

Self-esteemðtÞ ¼w0 þw1

X

t

j¼1

g
t-jSFjþ � (8)

This model is most comparable to previous investigations of effects of social feedback on self-

esteem where self-esteem is assumed to increase after positive social feedback (SF) and decrease

after negative social feedback, but where expectations about approval are not modeled. Consistent

with this notion, this model assumes that participants start the experiment without expectations

about approval from raters from the four groups and do not update expectations based on feed-

back (i.e. expectations of .5 for each of the four groups).

To allow for a fair comparison between this model and our winning model, we fit this model to

the self-esteem ratings only, because a model without expectations would by definition not provide

a good fit for the behavioral choice data (as prediction choices clearly differed for the four groups).

Therefore, we compared model 6 against models 5 that we also fitted to the self-esteem ratings

only. Like model 6, model 5 assumed that participants did not update expectations. However, model

5 assumed that participants had initially expected approval rates for the most positive and the least

positive group model that were specified by 2 free parameters and is therefore comparable to our

winning model 1. A comparison of model 5 against this model 6 is critical for confirming that self-

esteem is sensitive to prediction errors arising out of expectations about approval rather than merely

to approval and disapproval per se.

Model fitting and model comparison
To fit the parameters of the different computational models, we used maximum likelihood fitting

with flat priors over the parameters. In order to examine whether models improved description of

the experimental data we considered the mean squared error over self-esteem ratings. We consid-

ered the summed log likelihood of the model prediction over the predictions and the summed log

density of the model prediction over the self-esteem ratings. To compare between models, we com-

puted Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) by penalizing the model evidence to account for model

complexity as follows: BIC ¼ lnðnÞk � 2 lnðL̂Þ, where n is the number of choices + self esteem ratings

used to compute the likelihood, k is the number of fitted parameters and L̂ is the maximized value

of the likelihood function of the model. BIC measures are summed across all participants. Lower BIC

values indicate a more parsimonious model fit.

Canonical correlation analysis: Linking task parameters to symptoms
We performed CCA (Hair et al., 1998) to find how computational self-esteem parameters correlate

with symptoms linked to low self-esteem. Symptoms were measured using questionnaires assessing

self-evaluation, interpersonal sensitivity, as well as symptoms of psychiatric disorders characterized

by negative self-beliefs. Self-evaluation measures included trait self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965), state
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self-esteem (Heatherton and Polivy, 1991), self-perception (Neemann and Harter, 1986), and nar-

cissism (Raskin and Terry, 1988). Interpersonal sensitivity measures included the brief fear of nega-

tive evaluation scale (Carleton et al., 2011; Leary, 1983) and the rejection sensitivity questionnaire

(Downey and Feldman, 1996). Symptom measures included state and trait anxiety

(Spielberger et al., 1970), social anxiety (Liebowitz, 1987), and depression (Angold et al., 1995;

Beck et al., 1996). Prior to running the CCA, aggregate questionnaire scores were z-scored across

all participants and parameter estimates that were not normally distributed were log-transformed.

For the CCA, we substituted the parameter estimates of initial expectations about the most positive

and the least positive groups (ESV
ð1Þ
1

and ESV
ð1Þ
4

) with two summary variables that carry the same

information, but are more informative about the psychological processes involved (i.e., the average

and the range of those two estimates).

fMRI data acquisition
Scans were acquired using a 3T Siemens Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)

equipped with a standard transmit-receive 32-channel whole-head coil. After obtaining a localizer

scan, we collected field maps (TE = 10 and 12.46 ms, TR = 102 ms, matrix size 64 � 64, with 64 sli-

ces, voxel size = 3 mm3) for distortion correction. Subsequently, we acquired functional MRI data in

three runs (mean amount of volumes = 1135; range 1105–1168; total number of volumes acquired

varied depending on participants’ choice times) with a blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)

sensitive T2*-weighted single shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time (TR) = 2.8 s,

echo time (TE) = 30 ms, slice matrix = 64 � 64 � 40 matrix, slice thickness = 2 mm, slice gap = 1

mm gap, slice tilt of �30˚ (T > C), field of view (FOV) = 192 � 192 mm2; ascending slice acquisition

order), which was optimized to minimize signal dropout in ventral frontal and temporal cortex

(Deichmann et al., 2003). The first five volumes from each functional run were discarded to allow for

equilibration of T1 saturation effects. After the functional images, we obtained a 3D T1-weighted

structural scan for anatomical reference (TR = 7.92 ms; TE = 2.48 ms, TI = 910 ms, flip angle a = 16˚,
176 = slices, 1 � 1 � 1 mm voxels, FOV = 256 � 240 mm2; Deichmann et al., 2004). We used a

pulse-oximeter and breathing belt to collect physiological data during scanning.

Stimuli were presented in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) using Cogent 2000 (Wellcome

Trust Centre for Neuroimaging) onto a screen in the magnet bore, which participants could see

through a mirror attached to the head coil. Participants could respond by using a fiber optic

response box. During scanning foam inserts restricted head motion.

fMRI analysis
Preprocessing and analysis of MRI data was implemented using Statistical Parametric Mapping 12

(SPM12) (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London). Functional images

were slice-time corrected, corrected using field maps, unwarped and realigned, co-registered with

structural MRI, normalized to MNI space (using the DARTEL toolbox; Ashburner, 2007) and

smoothed using a 8 mm, full-width at half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

To examine the neural correlates of SPEs and changes in self-esteem, we deployed two event-

related general linear models (GLMs) that included separate regressors indicating onsets of choice,

delay period, feedback, self-esteem question screen, and initial button press for self-esteem rating.

All durations in the model were set to 0 s. The GLMs also contained 6 motion parameters regressors

and 18 regressors for cardiac and respiratory regressors to correct for motion-induced and physio-

logical noise.

The first GLM contained parametric modulators for ‘ESV’ (derived from computational modeling

[Equation 1] and time-locked to choice onset), ‘SPE’ (derived from computational modeling and

time-locked to feedback onset), and ‘self-esteem rating’ (z-scored and time-locked to question

onset). The second GLM contained parametric modulators for ’inferred self-esteem rating’ (derived

from computational modeling; z-scored and time-locked to choice onset and onset of feedback),

and actual ‘self-esteem ratings’ (z-scored and time-locked to question onset). Subject-specific con-

trast images were submitted to group level random-effects analyses. Results were corrected for mul-

tiple comparisons with Family-wise Error (FWE) cluster-correction at p<0.05 (cluster-forming

threshold of p<0.005). To ensure that the FWE correction provided adequate control of false posi-

tives, we additionally performed non-parametric permutation tests (10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations)
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that take into account the smoothness of the data and the normalized voxel size (Slotnick et al.,

2003). These permutation tests determined that a cluster-extent threshold of k > 120 voxels is

needed to control for multiple comparisons (p<0.05) at a cluster-forming threshold of p<0.005. All

reported clusters exceed this threshold, supporting the validity of the FWE multiple-comparison cor-

rection procedure. We used the Marsbar toolbox (Brett et al., 2002; http://marsbar.sourceforce.

net/) to extract subject-level contrast values in clusters of activity derived from our whole-brain

analyses.

To examine functional connectivity, we performed a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis

(Friston et al., 1997; O’Reilly et al., 2012). We set up a GLM with regressors capturing the physio-

logical effect, (i.e., time series for a 6 mm sphere centered on the peak voxel of the insula cluster

[�44, 11, 9] derived from the whole-brain regression analysis testing for individual differences in SPE

processing related to the interpersonal vulnerability dimension), the psychological contrast of inter-

est (i.e., trial-by-trial self-esteem updates upon receipt of feedback) and the psychophysiological

interaction term (i.e., physiological effect x psychological contrast of interest). The GLM also

included 6 motion parameters regressors and 18 regressors for cardiac and respiratory regressors to

correct for these sources of noise.
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